Because of you, senior pets like Matilda find second chances, too. Read her story inside.
At the foundation of our Foster Care program lie three extraordinary women, Samantha Montgomery, RVT; Amy Cole & Arlyne Elias. But Samantha states “our volunteers are truly our heart, without our dedicated 200+ Foster Caregivers we wouldn’t be here!”

In 2019, 59 bottle babies were nurtured in Foster homes with a 91.5% survival rate, substantially higher than national levels (60-85%). We also experienced 28% fewer orphaned neonates than ’18, as more puppies and kittens were placed with surrogate nursing mothers who welcomed fragile pets into their litters.

Last year, our team fostered out 914 pets (39 cats, 82 dogs, 581 kittens & 212 puppies), 10% above ’18. Although most pets in Foster Care were simply growing bigger and stronger in loving homes, 5% received specialized attention such as post-surgical orthopedic therapy, wound care & heartworm treatment.

Our 3rd Annual Foster Care Baby Shower takes place Sunday, March 22 at our Main Campus from 1-2:30 pm in Gary’s Room! We hope you’ll join us for games, snacks, raffle prizes & photo opps with our young ones. Our shower registry is posted at AnimalHumaneNM.org/foster-list.

At one point last spring, the number of pets in Foster Homes exceeded the total pets at our Main Campus! Each pet’s return was choreographed with our talented Adoptions, Animal Care, Clinic & Foster Care Teams to be lovingly welcomed back with the goal of their good health accelerating their adoption.

Thank you for helping us touch countless lives, Donna M. Stumpf Executive Director

Amy, Samantha & Arlyne with kittens Maya, Ray & Ali at our 2019 Baby Shower.
312 pets found loving homes in 2019 with Andrew Leon’s help. This success earned him the title of Adoption Advisor of the Year. Each of the 312 represents a pet who found hope in time of need. Andrew represented that hope for these cats & dogs, as well as their forever families.

Ladybird was one of them. This 3-year-old Pit Bull built a strong bond with Andrew as she spent four months in our shelter before being adopted.

“Working one-on-one with Ladybird showed me how much investing in a dog pays off,” says Andrew. “During my time with her, I watched her come out of her shell & ultimately find her perfect family.”

Ladybird will always hold a special place in Andrew’s heart. She’s the reason he fell in love with the Pit Bull breed & went on to adopt his own “pocket pittie,” named Leia, from Animal Humane. Along with Leia, Andrew also has a 10-year-old Terrier cross named Obi.

Andrew began working as an Adoption Advisor at Animal Humane in 2018. A year and a half later, he’s earned a promotion — now an Adoption & Retail Lead — and has assisted with more than 500 total adoptions! In 2020, he hopes to double that number, helping save lives of over 1,000 pets.

Andrew may have taken on these adoptions, but each was truly a combined effort. He couldn’t have done it without the amazing Team, incredible volunteers and thoughtful donors, like you.
Late one night in early spring when the temperatures were still dipping to freezing, Matilda, a deaf senior Beagle mix, was found wandering down the road in a small town south of Albuquerque. Evidence of a hard life was written across the 10-year-old’s body, and she communicated it to our Team with every wobbling step.

We didn’t know if she’d ever had a warm bed to sleep in. Did a lifetime of sleeping outside on hard dirt contribute to the almost debilitating arthritis that affected Matilda’s ability to walk?

We didn’t know what her eyes had seen. Had she experienced lonely nights with no one there to comfort her or the joy on the faces of a family when they returned home to her?

We didn’t know how long she’d been surviving alone. In fact, as is often the case, our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic Team had more questions than answers about this resilient girl. But we knew for certain that we wanted to ease Matilda’s pain and give her the love that every pet deserves.

Her past was a mystery, but because of you the sweet senior pup’s future wouldn’t be.

Because of you, she’d know comfort. And warmth. And a full belly.

Our Team had the knowledge necessary to treat Matilda, but it was donors with a passion for pets, donors like you, who made her treatment possible.

Shortly after our Clinic Team cleared Matilda for adoption, the perfect family arrived. A family who knows, like you do, that love has no age limit, and who is providing Matilda with a cozy home where she is enjoying her golden years.

No matter the age, even elderly pets, like Matilda, deserve a second chance at living a life full of love.

Thank you for believing in these senior pets & making their futures bright.

Matilda ready to enjoy her golden years.
Ten-year-old Lionel was found alone on the side of a road in Albuquerque. The kind citizen who rescued the cream Tabby noticed his face & neck were covered with wounds. He clearly needed help, and his finder knew that Animal Humane could provide it. In our care, supported by your compassion & generosity, the sweet boy was given hope.

At our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic, our Team suspected the senior feline had been in a fight. At risk of potential infection, Lionel’s wounds needed treatment immediately. Because of you, Lionel was able to receive the necessary antibiotic injections and the loving care he needed while his injuries healed. Like you, we were determined to find Lionel a safe, comfortable home where he would never be hurt or alone again.

With medication and a week of rest, the sassy cat regained his strength. Lionel quickly charmed an adopter — one looking for their very first pet — with his handsome face & curious personality. Only 10 days after he was found, Lionel was heading home. Every pet that comes to us is deserving of a second chance. And with your help, second chances happen daily at Animal Humane. Thank you!
Four years ago, I was a nobody from small town Louisiana with no idea where my life was going. I began seeking direction and joined the Air Force. I hoped to travel & see the world — instead they sent me to the middle of the desert in Albuquerque, New Mexico. While I wasn’t excited in the beginning, getting stationed here turned out to be the best thing that ever happened.

After moving to Albuquerque, I was lonely and missing my family dog, so I decided to adopt one of my own. When I arrived at Animal Humane New Mexico, I met Sue, the Senior Behavior Specialist. Sue took the time to get to know me, as she’d taken the time to get to know all of the pets in her care. After learning about my life, Sue suggested the dog she believed was perfect for me.

This dog, named Raji, was a stumpy, awkward, fearful hound puppy who Sue had spent weeks working with. While I was worried that there wasn’t a spark, that this puppy would never feel comfortable with me, I put my fears aside and decided to adopt. I renamed him Ranger, and today he is my best friend; I can’t picture life without him.

Ranger and I started going to a puppy playgroup organized by Sue. Little did I know, Sue wasn’t done playing matchmaker. She used puppy playgroup to get me to bump into her Behavior Department co-worker, Jessica, who had also known Ranger. She’d seen Ranger at his most fearful, and unbeknownst to me, was blown away by the change in his behavior and the brave adolescent he’d become as I worked to build his confidence. She’s always said that the kindness and patience that were clear in my interactions with Ranger were the only reason she gave me a shot; we took the dogs hiking for our first date, and the rest is history.

Boots, was the Dog of Honor. They stood by our sides just as they did on our first date.

After all of this, what strikes me most is that what made this happen was people who care. Sue took the time to get to know me and Ranger, and to learn about us both. She was invested in Ranger and made a connection — I will forever be grateful for that.

My wife still works at the shelter, and that level of care and connection is something that I see day in and day out in the work they do. The Team goes above and beyond to give the pets in their care a chance at a family and a home.

Without this organization I would still be a lost Cajun in the desert.

I owe my wife, my best friend, and my life to this shelter. I didn’t just adopt a dog, I adopted the rest of my life.

Last fall, Chris shared Ranger’s adoption story in Petco’s 2019 Holiday Wishes campaign. Their story was selected as a winner, securing a $20,000 grant for Animal Humane!
EX-PURR-T ADVICE: the gift of golden years

When it comes to adoption, senior pets are hidden gems amidst a sea of puppies and kittens. These seasoned cats & dogs warm our hearts in many ways. If you are interested in “going gray” and giving an older pet the best years of their life there’s a lot to consider. Senior Adoption & Admissions Manager, Kelsey Gutierrez, and Director of Veterinary Operations, Val Wilson, encourage fans of grey muzzles to think about the following:

Senior pets…

🐾 Are probably trained
Many senior dogs already have some basic training, knowing commands like “sit” & “stay” and may even be housebroken.

🐾 Require less physical activity
Instead of spending hours chasing after a puppy or entertaining a kitten, you’ll enjoy more relaxing snuggle time with a mature dog or cat, who has lower energy.

🐾 Are less of a mystery!
One of the biggest questions our Team receives from puppy adopters is “How big will he/she grow?” With senior pets there are no surprises — you already know exactly the size of dog (or cat) you’re adopting.

Caring for a senior pet means…

🐾 Doubling up on vet visits
Elderly pets (over the age of 7) should visit their vet every 6 months, instead of once a year. Early detection and prompt treatment will keep your pet healthy.

🐾 Healthy weight = healthy pet
Obesity in senior pets increases the risk of health problems. Keep your pet in shape with a healthy & readily digestible diet & maintain an age appropriate exercise regimen.

.safe surroundings
Arrange your pet’s living space in areas with non-slip flooring or floor rugs to prevent slips & falls. Also, keep pet’s belongings away from stairs to avoid accidental injuries.

🐾 Consistency is key
Overall, consistent routines for meals, exercise, stimulation & rest will help your pet maintain their quality of life and enjoy their golden years!

In place of plastic bags, our Thrift Shop has switched to paper bags, which will cost $.10 each. If you bring your own reusable tote, you will be credited $.05 for each bag used. You have the opportunity to give back through our new “Pennies for Pets” program and can donate the $.05 saved to Animal Humane’s cats & dogs.

You’re never too old for love or pearls. Celine was adopted at 14-years-old.
Doggie Dash & Dawdle is the celebration of our community’s shared love of cats and dogs, while benefiting the many programs & the homeless & at-risk pets we care for at Animal Humane.

Our largest fundraising event would not be possible without our generous partners who support our mission. THANK YOU ALL!

Presenting Sponsor:

Event Sponsors:
Sport Systems • Red Door Brewing Company • 92.3 KRST 93.3 KOB • Magic 99.5 • KRQE News 13 • FOX NM • The CW My50TV • Albuquerque Pet Memorial Service • New Mexico Bank & Trust • Payday HCM • HUB International • Weck’s Great American Insurance Group • Veterinary Dentistry and Oral Surgery of New Mexico, LLC • Albertsons Market • KPMG LLP • Prevender Financial Services, LLC • ABC Seamless • Hill’s Pet Nutrition • Simply Diego’s • French Funerals & Cremations Merck Animal Health • New Mexico Mutual • REDW, LLC RKD Alpha Dog • VCA Animal Hospitals • Cardinal Financial CliftonLarsonAllen LLP • IceTwin • Bolton Animal Hospital Eye Care for Animals • Klinger Constructors, LLC • Pulakos CPAs Rodey Law Firm • True Health New Mexico

Media In-Kind Sponsors:
Lamar • Albuquerque Business First • Albuquerque The Magazine • Your Pet Magazine • Alibi

General In-Kind Sponsors:
Long Leash On Life • All Sports Trophies • Aspen Printing Grassburger • Sign & Image Factory • Territorial Scaffolding Two Men And A Truck • Village Mercantile • Winstonfoto

2020 Doggie Dash & Dawdle, Sunday, Nov. 1 stayed tuned for more details!

To see a full list of statistics from 2019, visit AnimalHumaneNM.org/2019-in-review

Yes, I want to give homeless pets a better life!

☐ $25 ☐ $50 ☐ $150 ☐ My best gift of $_______ Your kind gift makes a difference!

I’d like to donate via:

☐ Check mailed to: Animal Humane New Mexico at 615 Virginia St. SE 87108
☐ Credit card. Please charge my ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express ☐ Discover
☐ Phone. Call 505.938.7938
☐ Website. Visit AnimalHumaneNM.org

Name ______________________________
Signature _____________________________
Acct. No. ______________________________
Exp. ______________  CVV _______________

542 2020 YTD Total Adoptions

55 2020 YTD Pets in Foster Care

609 2020 YTD Total Surgeries, including spay/neuter

11 2020 YTD Pets Receiving Behavior Support